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The Quick Version.
Not got time for a long read? Here are the potted highlights!
Anyone interested in exploring ordination or licensing to a lay ministry such as Reader, Evangelist,
Pioneer or Youth, Children’s or Family Minister should seek the support of their local clergy and
ask them to contact the Ministry Support Officer. They will be given a Vocations Advisor who will
help them through the Discernment process.
Training typically takes 2 years and is tailored to the candidate. It is possible to be flexible as to
whether training for stipendiary ministry is residential in Llandaff or mixed-mode with part of the
week in their local area and part in Llandaff.
Worship Leaders, Pastoral Assistants, Outreach Workers, Teacher/Catechists should be discerned
in the Mission Area and Trained and Commissioned in the Mission Area using the resources and
guidelines contained in this document.
Otherwise, in all local roles, including Chalice Assistants, the local church leadership, clergy and
PCC etc, should discern the roles that are needed, make their own appointments and provide
training and support. The Diocese provides resources to help with this, for example in the Training
Prospectus. We encourage creativity and freedom, while respecting the roles of other ministers of
Word, Sacrament and Pastoral Care.
Living and Learning and Exploring Faith: Theology for Life are courses that can help people
develop in discipleship and ministry.
Contacts - We’re here to help.
Director of Ministry and Director of Vocations - Rev Dr Manon James 01745 532599
manoncjames@churchinwales.org.uk
Ministry Support Officer - Jackie Feak 01745 582245
ministry.stasaph@churchinwales.org.uk
Training Officer/Exploring Faith - Rev Dr Richard Hainsworth - 01352 840842
exploringfaithasaph@gmail.com
Warden of Readers - Rev Steve Green - 01244 836991
sdgreen1957@gmail.com
Links in important information and resources.
Training Prospectus 2016 - http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/trainingtogether-prospectus-2016/
Living and Learning - http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steeringgroups/developing/living-and-learning/
Pastoral Assistant and Worship Leader Training http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/developing/lay-ministry/
Exploring Faith - http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steeringgroups/developing/exploringfaith/
Discernment Process for Licensed and Ordained Ministries http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/developing/discernment-process-forministry/
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Introduction

We know that God has been faithful to his people in Wales for centuries, and at key
points in the history of the church he has called individuals and groups to be yeast,
salt and light in the church and in communities. He has equipped us with gifts and
with the power of the Holy Spirit.
We have much to celebrate in the present as well as our past. We live in a beautiful
and fascinating part of Wales. The communities we serve are vibrant, challenging,
and varied, and constantly changing. There are so many opportunities for us to
share our faith whether in schools, in our workplace, in community and voluntary
work and in our families as well as in church.
We believe that a shared ministry is able to make the most of these opportunities.
This guide sets out how parishes might go about encouraging and developing
shared ministry.
But we also appreciate that we are facing an uncertain and difficult time. Local
congregations have a concern that they can’t always find the right people for the
right roles, that some of our members, especially our leaders, overwork and take
too much responsibility, that some people would like to get more involved but are
somehow blocked, we can feel daunted by the task ahead of us. This can lead to
exhaustion, guilt and failure. Diocesan and Provincial initiatives, instead of helping
and encouraging us, can add to this sense of burden. As we were preparing this
document, we were aware of these feelings and have experienced them ourselves.
Although on the next page there is a suggestion for one way in which you might like
to use the resources and information here, this is not trying to be ‘the right way’
and is not an initiative that every church must engage with straight away. Rather
we hope that, when the time is right for you, that you will find some help here on
the journey of continuing to equip the whole church in its ministry and mission. If
we can help you in person also, please do contact us. There is a list of contacts on
page 3.
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How you might use these resources.

Each church and mission area will be at a different place in its thinking about shared ministry.
Please feel free to use or not use the resources here as seems best in your own context.

Stage 1 - Session for the PCC or other church group - see
This session will start your group thinking about shared ministry and why it is part of the vision
of the Church.

Stage 2 - Skills audit - a simple form to allow people to indicate what areas of the Church’s
life they are interested in or feel they can make a contribution to. You can adapt your own
from the example in

Stage 3 - Form a group of people to look at forming a ministry team in your area. It could
be within one church or a number working together. Perhaps the whole Mission Area. Those
who attend do not all need to be ‘candidates’ for a particular role. Just people who want to
explore together and encourage each other in their faith with an openness to what the future
ministry of the church might look like.
You way wish to think strategically about who is invited to be part of this group. Not everyone
is good at volunteering themselves and they may not recognise the gifts that they have.
This group could study the Living and Learning Modules outlined in
with the one on Vocation and Calling.

, ending

Stage 4 - Some members of the group may at this point want to explore one of the many
ministry roles outlined in the Framework on
.
This will need a time of discernment in the local church and mission area. For a few ministries,
it will be necessary to involve the Diocesan team at this point. Many other ministries can be
discerned and trained for locally in your own ways and at your own pace.
The bulk of this guide gives information on the options, resources and processes for this.

Stage 5 - An Exploring Faith Group could be set up locally to equip those who wish to
study in a more in depth way for their own discipleship or train locally for a licensed ministry.
See
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A Framework for Ministry in the Church in Wales
The framework below was produced by the Ministry Officers agreed by the Bench of
Bishops in 2015 for use in all Diocese. (To read the full version and the reasoning
behind it, see the Ministry Report to the Governing Body, Sept 2015 http://cinw.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/16_MinistryReport.pdf)
It uses the provincial term ‘ministry area’, what we call mission areas in St Asaph.

Local

Catholic

Called to Lead and Serve
Called to Proclaim and Teach
Called to Love and Care

Context:

Local

Diocese

Ministry Area

Province

Oversight and Order
Ministries:

Warden
Secretary
Lay Chair
Treasurer
Chalice Assistants
Church Coordinator/
Administrator
Any discipleship activity
according to local need.
e.g. Sunday Club Leader,
Organist, Communications,
Lunch Club leader, Prayer
group/bible study leader…

Recognised by:

Recognised by:
Local leadership/PCC

Bishop
Pastoral Assistant
(including specialisms such as
Eucharistic visitor/healing)

Archbishop

Diocesan Officers
Licensed Lay Ministers:

Provincial Officers

Reader /
Pastoral Minister (or Chaplain)/
Pioneer (or Evangelist)/
Youth (Or family or
Children)

Worship Leader
Outreach worker
Youth/Children’s
Worker

Deacon

Teacher/Catechist

Priest

Commissioned by:
Ministry Area
Leader/Council

Licensed/Ordained
by Bishop

Appointed by Province/
Anglican Communion

Service
United by:

Laity

Priesthood

Episcope

Arch-Episcope

Serving the life of:

Local communities

Local churches

Ministry Areas

Diocese

Formational and Discerning
communities

Ministry Area and
Diocesan Programmes

Diocesan Programmes
Living and Learning

Provincial TEI

Communion

The framework sees ministry as being carried out in three local contexts.
In the Diocesan context we will now discern and train Licensed Readers, Pastoral
Ministers, Evangelists and Youth and Children’s Ministers, as well as Deacons and
Priests.
Mission Areas have the freedom to discern the need for, and vocations, to Pastoral
Assistant, Worship Leader, Outreach Worker, Youth and Children’s Worker and
Teacher/Catechist ministries.
Local churches can appoint their members to many other local roles and have the
freedom to decide which roles are needed.
The Diocese and Province will make resources available to assist with this process.
This guide sets out what is currently available.
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Resources for finding a vision and identifying vocations.
The 2020 Vision encourages local churches and mission areas to develop their own
vision for mission and service to their communities.
The following resources in the appendices might be of help to you and your church
in forming and sharing this vision and helping church members to discover what
God is calling them to.
Appendix 1 - Sessions for PCCs - outline discussion sessions for meetings or away
days.
Appendix 2 - Skills Audit form
Appendix 3 - Living and Learning Course (3 x 6 session courses that can be run
locally, helping a church, deanery or mission area group come together to study and
consider what God is calling the Church, and them, to be).
Note that Living and Learning Module 1 is particularly designed to help churches
explore their future and Module 3 is designed to help participants reflect on their
calling.
L+L Resources including Pastoral Assistant and Worship Leader
Training can be downloaded from http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steeringgroups/developing/living-and-learning/
And
http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steeringgroups/developing/lay-ministry/

Vocations advisors.
If church members are exploring a vocation to a licensed or ordained ministry, or
would like someone to talk to about their sense of call, then our team of vocations
advisors may be able to help them. To be referred to a vocations advisor, the local
Priest (or Area Dean in a vacancy) should normally make the referral by contacting
the Diocesan Office and asking for their church member to be assigned to a local
VA.

For more information on the process of discernment for ordination:
http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/developing/discernmentprocess-for-ministry/
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Ministry Roles, Discernment and Training.
Growing into ministry in the local context.

The Church should encourage and enable the free use of the gifts of members of
local congregations.
Beyond those roles required by the constitution, (Warden, Secretary, Treasurer) the
Diocese does not place any limit on, nor seek to define centrally, the roles that
members my fulfil within their local context, save those roles and activities defined
here which are properly discerned and commissioned in other contexts.
Particularly, the activities below are reserved for those appropriately discerned and
trained:

In all other areas, creativity is actively encouraged in freely using the gifts of
church members. Roles and candidates should be discerned at the local level and
recognised by the local leadership (e.g PCC/Church Council and Priest).
Churches are encouraged to work in partnership with local and national charities
and organisations and ecumenical partners, for example including Street Pastors
and Foodbanks.
Roles might include, but are not limited to:
Chalice Assistants (these DO NOT need a Bishop’s licence.)
Warden,
Secretary,
Chair,
Treasurer,
Children’s Club leaders/helper,
Bible/Prayer/Home Group leaders,
Sidespeople,
Church Administrators or Co-ordinatiors,
Publicity
Health and Safety/Buildings/
Child Protection Officers,
Webmasters/Social Media Co-ordinators,
Lunch club volunteers,
Choir Leader,
Organist etc
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Those operating in this context do not require
a license from the Bishop or Diocese as they
are appointed by the local church.
Discernment and appointments are local.
Church members’ activities are insured by
Ecclesiastical

Appointments to roles that require insurance should therefore be minuted by PCCs.
Churches should consider giving liturgical expression to these appointments,
perhaps in the context of a renewal of baptismal vows and thanksgiving for the
ministry of the whole church, and to pray for these ministers regularly.
Team working is to be preferred over the identification of individuals who can take
on an increasing burden of responsibility.
Where the role involves unsupervised access to vulnerable people, DBS clearance
through the normal CiW process must be obtained.

:
The appropriate training forum for members in these roles is the local church and
Mission Area, although support from Diocesan and Provincial programmes is
available in some cases. Particularly, please see the Diocesan Training Prospectus,
- http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/training-togetherprospectus-2016/
Particularly bear in mind the Training Together Programme and that training
previously reserved for clergy on the Continuing Ministerial Development
Programme is now open to everyone.
Training Bursaries are now open to all to apply for also.
Contact the Director of Ministry Rev Dr Manon James
manoncjames@churchinwales.org.uk
01745 532599
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Growing into ministry in the Mission Area context.

Worship Leader
Pastoral Assistant
Teacher/Catechist
Outreach Worker
Youth/Children’s Worker

Worship Leader
Worship Leaders symbolise the participation of the laity in the liturgy. They may
take a particular lead in reading the Bible and leading the Intercessions in worship
and in enabling others to do so.
They may lead the Ministry of the Word at the Eucharist and compose and lead
Services of the Word, inside and outside the Church, when there is no sermon. They
are called to encourage the church to develop creativity and good practise in liturgy
and worship in response to local context. They are called to lead the church in
faithfulness and devotion in prayer and worship.
Worship Leaders may read a sermon or reflection authorised by a minister who has
a licence to preach when circumstances require. However Worship Leaders with a
particular gift and calling to preach should seek training and licensing as a Reader or
other Minister.
Pastoral Assistant
Pastoral assistants are commissioned to conduct particular pastoral tasks, inside and
outside the church, in collaboration with and under the direction of other Ministers,
particularly Pastors and Clergy.
Pastoral assistants are called to represent the love of God and God’s care for the
whole person and creation.
Their core tasks are to listen to, pray for, and be present with the sick and suffering.
With additional discernment and training, pastoral assistants may add additional
specialisations such as:
Wedding Preparation
Baptism Preparation
Bereavement Ministry
Eucharistic Visiting
Prayer or Healing Ministry
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Since the ministry of taking communion to those unable to receive it in Church in
inherently pastoral, Eucharistic visitors would normally be expected to be discerned,
trained and commissioned as pastoral assistants first.
Outreach Worker
Outreach workers are commissioned to conduct particular evangelistic and faith
development tasks, inside and outside the church, in collaboration with and under
the direction of other Ministers, particularly Pioneers and Clergy.
Outreach workers are called to represent God’s love for all people and the Church’s
commission to make disciples. Their core tasks are to assist the church to reach out
and make new disciples while encouraging existing members in their faith and
commitment. Outreach workers are called to help the church understand how best
to proclaim the gospel in word and deed in its local context and to find new ways of
doing this.
Youth/Children’s/Family Worker
Youth Worker
Youth Workers are called to focus and enable the work with young people within
the local church and should be rooted in its collaborative working practice.
The work of the Youth Worker will depend on the gifts and skills of the individual
and the needs of the local church, but they are called to:
Encourage and enable the church in its work with young people,
Interpret the Gospel with young people,
Undertake appropriate youth work in the local church
Work with statutory and voluntary agencies in provision of services for young people
Youth workers may give talks at acts of worship that have a particular focus on
being All-Age or Youth Services, under the authority of an authorised minister such
as a Priest, Deacon or Reader.
Children’s Worker
They are called to focus and enable the work with children within the local church
and should be rooted in its collaborative working practice.
The work of the Children’s Worker will depend on the gifts and skills of the
individual and the needs of the local church, but they are called to
Encourage and enable the church in its work with children
Interpret the Gospel with children
Undertake appropriate children’s work in the local church
Work with statutory and voluntary agencies in the provision of services for children
9

Children’s workers may give talks at acts of worship that have a particular focus on
being All-Age or Children’s Services, under the authority of an authorised minister
such as a Priest, Deacon or Reader.
Teacher/Catechist
Teachers are called to focus and enable growth in knowledge and study within the
local church and should be rooted in its collaborative working practise.
The work of the teacher will depend on the gifts and skills of the individual and the
needs of the local church, but they are called to:
Encourage and enable the church to grown in knowledge, faith and discipleship
through study and reflection
Enable others to explore their beliefs for themselves.
Take part in catechesis, enabling others to encounter the riches of the scriptures,
the traditions of the church and contemporary scholarship and reflection.
Teachers might, for example, undertake the following tasks:
Prepare candidates for baptism and confirmation
Lead study groups
Work with children and young people through Sunday clubs or youth groups
Teachers are not licensed to preach in public worship. Those with a gift or calling
for preaching should explore licensing as a Reader.
It should be noted that professional teachers who work in schools within a Mission
Area, especially in Church Schools, should also be affirmed by the church, and
prayed for regularly. MAs or Parishes may wish to use liturgical occasions for this
purpose.
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Mission areas should oversee the process of discerning, training and commissioning
their own ministers in these roles. This process should be followed:
An individual or a group within a local church wonder whether God is calling them to
offer a ministry as (for example) pastoral assistants (PA) or worship leaders (WL)
the Mission Area (MA) or local church discern a need for these ministries and
identify and call individuals to consider them.
The Living and Learning Module “Called by God” may help in these processes.
The local priest (or Area Dean during a clerical vacancy) talks it over with
candidates.
If they and the priest consider that they have the right gifts for this role, he/she
raises the possibility of conducting training within the Mission Area and seeks the
approval of the PCC and Mission Area Leadership for each candidate to proceed.
Care should be taken to identify whether lay ministers will work in one church, a
group, or across the MA.
Attention should be given to the support networks lay ministers have, any ways in
which they can work as a team, and that roles, expectations and lines of
responsibility and support are clear.
Training course material for Pastoral Assistants and Worship Leaders can be
obtained from the Diocesan Office at a small cost or can be downloaded from the
website.
http://cinw.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/01/Living-andLearning-Pastoral-Visiting.pdf
http://cinw.s3.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2015/01/WorshipLeaders-Training.pdf
Material for Teachers, Outreach Workers and Youth Workers is being developed.
Support is available from Rev Dr Richard Hainsworth on 01352 840842
exploringfaithasaph@gmail.com.
BEFORE commissioning, those who want to become Mission Area Lay Ministers
MUST be DBS checked by their local church through the Church in Wales systems
and all candidates must be aware of local church Safeguarding Policies.
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Mission Area Ministers should be commissioned in a team alongside others in
ministry in the local church / Mission Area, by their Mission Area Leader (or Area
Dean).
Their continuing role is endorsed annually at the first meeting of the PCC following
the Parish Vestry Meeting or Mission Area Conference.
Their role is reported to the Diocese using the annual returns process.
They must receive regular supervision and meet in groups along with others from
from the local clergy / Mission Area leader or other designated local person with
Pastoral oversight.
They may also meet in support groups in a wider area.
They are invited to attend regular in-service training through the Training Together
Programme, a prospectus for which is published annually and is available on the
Diocesan website.
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Growing into ministry in the Diocesan context: Licensed Ministers (LMs)
and Ordination.

Licensed Minister (Reader)
Licensed Minister (Pastor/Chaplain)
Licensed Minister (Youth/Childrens/Family Minister)
Licensed Minister (Evangelist)
Deacon
Priest (NSM, NSML and Stipendiary)

All licensed ministers, lay and ordained, are expected to work together with each
other to enable the ministry of the whole church as part of shared ministry teams
within mission areas.
Licensed Minister (Reader)
Readers are called by God to be examples of those who are bearers and interpreters
of the Word. This will include leading public worship, preaching and teaching the
Word.
In doing so, the aim is to inspire greater commitment to discipleship.
Through study of the scriptures and the teaching of the church, and within the
context of disciplined prayer, Readers are called to give an account of the hope and
the faith that is within them and to help others to do the same.
Readers have the privilege of leading public worship and will need to be skilled in
doing so in relation to different types of congregation and in a style appropriate to
the context.
The Reader’s skills in liturgy and leading worship may mean that they are called
upon to share such gifts on a wider canvass than the Reader’s own local church or
ministry area.
Readers are authorised to preach and to preside at Services of the Word and may
according to local need, lead ministries of teaching and fostering discipleship, such
as Sunday School leading, Bible Study leading, catechesis and confirmation
preparation and leading faith development and evangelistic courses.
With additional training, Readers may be authorised to conduct funerals.
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They are authorised to take home communion in contexts outside the church, such
as nursing homes. With suitable discernment and training, Readers may also
exercise the ministry of a Pastoral Assistant as described above. As Pastoral ministry
is an extension of Christian love nurtured in discipleship and the calling of all
Christian people, it is therefore a natural part of the ministry of every Reader.
However Readers with a particular calling and gifting to take oversight for Pastoral
work in a community or area might seek ordination to the Diaconate.
Readers need to be able to work effectively and collaboratively alongside clergy and
other lay ministers, Readers can and will play a key role in enabling the successful
development of varied patterns of ministry in differing contexts, including ministry
areas.
Reader Ministry is by its very nature a collaborative one. Reader Ministry is a
vocation. Such a ministry expresses a response to Christ and will therefore always
be about much more than doing tasks. Rather, it is about ‘being’ – a discipleship
that is first and foremost lived out within the context of daily life.
Licensed Pastoral Minister (may also be termed Chaplain)
Pastoral Ministers are called to focus and enable the work of pastoral practice within
the local church and should be rooted in its collaborative working practice.
The work of the Pastoral Minister will depend on the gifts and skills of the individual
and the needs of the local church, but they are called to:
Challenge the church to care for the world as Christ does
Undertake specific tasks of pastoral care
Work with statutory and voluntary agencies to provide care in the community
Enable the church to express Christ’s ministry of healing and wholeness
Be competent in the use of appropriate liturgical forms in support of this work
Work collaboratively with, and by agreement with the incumbent, have oversight of,
Enable and encourage the pastoral ministry of other members of the church,
particularly pastoral assistants.
They are authorised to take communion to individuals or in locations such as
nursing homes. They are authorised to anoint the sick and conduct a healing
ministry.
With additional training, Pastoral Ministers may be authorised to conduct funerals.
They are not authorised to preach or preside at other public services, but may be
separately commissioned as Worship Leaders.
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Pastors with a calling and gifting to preach might properly seek ordination as a
Deacon.
Where the Pastoral Minister is responsible for, or is part of the representative team
that is responsible for, pastoral care to a particular community, such as a school,
hospice or hospital or community organisation, the Pastoral Minister might properly
be called a Chaplain.
In such contexts, with suitable discernment and training, the Chaplain might be
licensed to preach in that context.
An additional form of Pastoral Minister is the Parish Nurse. This is a ministry
supported by Parish Nursing Ministries UK and is open to registered nurses with
some community experience. They are called to focus and enable the healing
ministry of the church by providing whole person health care through the local
Church.
The parish nurse is called to
Focus and enable the healing ministry of the church through the application of profe
ssional nursing skills
Respond to people’s inner spiritual needs
Advise members inside and outside the church on health issues
Engage in the work of health education from a Christian perspective
Licensed Evangelist
Licensed Evangelists (also sometimes called Pioneer Ministers) are called to engage
with their communities and develop relevant forms of church. The communities they
engage might be geographical but could also be demographic or interest-based.
They work collegially with clergy and other Lay Ministers and may work alongside
these colleagues within Ministry Area teams.
The work of the Pioneer Minister will depend on the gifts and skills of the individual
and the characteristics and needs of the community they are called to serve. This
may include:
Being intentionally present in the community they are engaging with
Seeking to build meaningful relationships with members of their community
Finding opportunities to share faith in new ways within these communities
Exploring relevant ways of being church
Pioneers have a desire to live out their faith in meaningful ways; to reach those who
have no knowledge of God; and to enable those who would not otherwise engage in
church to develop their spirituality. Because of this, Pioneer Ministry often begins in
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the community, rather than the existing church and may take many forms,
depending on the community within which it emerges.
Evangelists are authorised to preach in public worship and preside at Services of the
Word.

Licensed Youth Minister (or Children’s Minister or Family Minister etc).
Youth Ministers have strategic responsibility for Youth and Children’ work in a
particular context. They may work with a particular emphasis on teenagers, families
or children of specific ages.
Key aspects of the role are:
To develop a strategy for ministry amongst children and young people
To encourage children and young people to come to faith in Jesus Christ
To disciple and mentor children and young people in their Christian faith
To take an active lead in youth and children’s work and provide direction and
encouragement for other volunteers and assistants
To work collaboratively with other ministers to ensure that youth and children’s
work plays an integral part of the life and ministry of the church.
Youth Ministers are authorised to lead and preach in public worship for those to
whom they minister.

Ordained Ministry.
The Diocese ordains and licenses Deacons and Priests and these ministries may be
expressed in stipendiary, non-stipendiary, deployable and local forms. Discernment
and training for licensed ministries, lay and ordained, is held together and follows
the same systems and principles.

The Church in Wales recognises one order of priestly ministry. All priests are priests
equally. However a person might become a deployable minister, meaning that they
are likely to move from post to post, area to area over time. Alternatively they might
be called to serve one Mission Area community, that from which they emerge,
where they live and/or worship. The latter are NSM(L)s. It is particularly important
that the vocation of NSM(L)s is fully discerned and supported at the local level and
that a clear and agreed account of the minister’s expected role is developed at the
local level, within the local church and Mission Area where it is anticipated that they
will serve. This additional level of discernment replaces the Provincial level of
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discernment undergone by deployable ministers, but it is in no way a short-cut into
ordained ministry. To the contrary, it is a significant requirement that places a
serious demand for careful reflection upon the candidate, local church and mission
area. NSML candidates will attend a regional discernment board, as will candidates
for licensed lay ministries which are also usually expressed in the local context.

See http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/steering-groups/developing/discernment-process-for-ministry/
for more details.

Those who wish to explore a vocation to a Licensed Ministry, or to Ordination as a
Deacon or Priest (either Stipendiary, Non-Stipendiary, or Non-Stipendiary (Local))
should first speak to their local church priest. The priest should then, once they are
satisfied that the individual has their support and the support of their local church to
proceed, refer the individual, via the Ministry Support Officer, to a Vocations
Advisor. The Vocations Advisor will assist the candidate to explore and articulate
their sense of calling.
Practical experience of ministry, for example in shadowing existing ministers, is
highly recommended. This can be in a local church, or a sector ministry (eg
chaplaincy) context. Candidates are free to arrange this themselves, or can ask
their Vocations advisor or the Diocesan Director of Vocation for help or
recommendations.
Additionally, may prospective candidates have found beginning the Exploring
Faith:Theology for Life programme helpful in exploring their vocation. It is not
necessary to have begun or completed selection before starting the course.

Ministry Support Officer
Jackie Feak - ministry.stasaph@churchinwales.org.uk
Diocesan Office
High Street
St Asaph
LL17 0RD
01745 582245
Once a candidate and their vocations advisor and the appropriate Diocesan Officers
are happy that they are able to give a good account of their vocation and meet the
selection criteria (see Appendix 5), attendance at a selection conference will be
arranged. This process of reflection can take typically 1-2 years and sometimes
longer, depending on the candidate.
All candidates may attend a Diocesan and/or Regional Discernment Board. These
can recommend a particular ministry that they feel the candidate should begin to
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train for. Those recommended for a deployable ministry - that is either stipendiary
or non-stipendiary ministry where it is reasonably anticipated that the person would
move from area to area over the course of their service - will also be asked to
attend a Provincial Discernment Board.

Training is overseen by the St Padarn’s Institute which includes the St Michael’s
College site in Llandaff but has staff in each Diocese.
It is most common for those preparing for ordained stipendiary ministry to be
resident at St Michael’s College, Llandaff for 2 - 3 years but more flexible, mixed
mode training is being developed, where the candidate is resident in Llandaff
Wednesday-Friday and returns home for the rest of the week, being based in a
Mission Area locally.
It is most common for those training for other ministries to undertake 2 to 4 years
of training within the Diocese, non residentially. However, in all cases, each
candidate will be treated as an individual and training will, as much as possible, be
tailored to their particular circumstances and prior experience. It should also be
stressed that their ministry is ongoing through training and it is not the case that all
training must be completed before any form of ministry can begin. Candidates
already have a ministry, develop it in formation and may be licensed and ordained
at the right time for them and the Church, which may be while initial training is still
ongoing.
Training has 5 elements:
Theological Study on the Exploring Faith:Theology for Life programme. For
ordained ministry, a Diploma (4 years part time/ 2 years full time study) is the
minimum requirement. For Licensed Ministry a Certificate (2 years part time) is the
minimum.
Practical Experience in the Ministry Team of a Mission Area or sector ministry.
Spiritual Development - with a Spiritual Director
Ministry Specific Skills - One week and three weekend residentials on a 3 year
programme.
Formational Reflection - with a Formational Guide in a Formational Cell.
Different elements may be begun and ended at different times, so for example, a
candidate might take 1 year of study while going through discernment, complete
two years of all elements before ordination or licensing, and then complete the
Ministry Skills and Exploring Faith Diploma programmes in the first year after
licensing. Individual discernment of the best pattern of training for each candidate
will be undertaken and candidates and parishes are expected to respect and support
all our trainee ministers in their individual journeys.
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Appendix 1a
Shared Ministry, A PCC/Church Session
Opening worship
: Christ is like a single body which has many parts
All: It is still one body, even though it is made up of different parts
: Therefore the foot cannot say;
Men: I am not part of the body
: Nor can the ear say;
Women : I am not part of the body.
: The eye cannot say to the hand;
PCC members: I don't need you
: Nor can the head say to the feet;
Clergy and Readers: I don't need you
: If one part of the body suffers,
All: All other parts suffer.
: If one part of the body is praised,
All: All other parts share its happiness.
: all of you are Christ's body;
All: Each one of us is a part of it.
: In a moments silence we reflect on those words and on what God might be telling us
about our own role within the body of Christ.
Let us renew or commitment to serve God in our local church and in our community.
All; Almighty Father,
your Son Jesus Christ gave himself, in life and death for us,
we give ourselves to you;
all that we have, all that we are, all that we hope to be.
Grant us your forgiveness, your love, your courage;
and fill us with your Holy Spirit,
that we may serve You faithfully and effectively,
in your church and in your world. Amen.

Discuss : Shared Ministry
Introduction
Thirty years ago ministry was seen as something that men in clerical collars ‘did' to others.
However, there has been an enormous change in the past few decades in the theology and
practice of ministry. These are minimal compared to the changes we have seen within our
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society – for example technology, and how we think about and work within institutions,
authority and even relationships.

What is ministry?
We have already seen how the practice of ministry has undergone significant changes,
however this has not just taken place as a result of practicalities such as falling clergy numbers
or finances. Some important ways of thinking about ministry have also emerged.
Ministry of the Baptized
A quick look at any book about the subject of ministry written recently would show that writers
consider baptism as the sacrament that initiates us into God's work, and that ministry is
something we do with others, not in isolation. This is often called ‘shared ministry' to
emphasise that it is something we share and do together, rather than something that belongs
to individuals.
Sometimes a distinction is made between ministry as the vocation of all Christians and
`Ministry' with a capital M – the acknowledged, public work that is done on behalf of the
Church.
A Roman Catholic Report on Collaborative Ministry, `The Sign We Give' puts this across
helpfully:

(Bishops Conference of England and Wales 1995 Matthew James Publishing p.18)
Exercise
What are the ministries that are exercised:
· Unofficially within the parishes
·

Unofficially in the community and workplace

·

Officially, representing the Mission Area / diocese in a specific role

According to
, a Church of England report, these are some of the signs of
collaborative ministry in a church:
·
·
·

A vision that is shared amongst all members of the congregation (or as many of them
as possible) and a general agreement about priorities.
Clergy and lay people sharing the planning and leading of worship.
Clergy and lay people making the decisions together.
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·
·
·
·
·
·

The leadership of the Church genuinely consulting about decisions.
The Church affirming and appreciating a wide variety of gifts and skills.
The Church actively supporting people in their daily lives beyond the gathered
congregation.
Good communication.
All members, and the Church together, dedicated to keep learning and growing in faith.
An appreciation of stability with a flexibility and openness to change.

Think about these questions:
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
Which question was too awkward to face?
Which question would take far too long to discuss?
What needs to be tackled in the church / area in order to make the ministry more shared?
What are the next steps?
It’s not what we do but the way that we do it!
And finally........

Read this story either alone or in the group
When Tom Ray was elected Bishop of Northern Michigan....waiting for him on his desk in his
office was a curious letter.... This letter had been written by an older and revered member of a
small congregation, St Stephen's Church in de Tour Village. This was one of any number of
congregations in the small, rural diocese which had no resident Vicar, and no funds to support
one. This tiny worshipping community was dependent upon visiting `supply' priests, who
would often be few and far between in that part of the world. This little congregation would
sometimes go for three months without celebrating holy Eucharist. The people of God were
malnourished.
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In the letter, the warden observed how difficult it was to find supply clergy to travel to their
Church and a neighbouring congregation about 25 miles away, St Matthias Church in Pickford.
She suggested that the faithful lay reader who had served them so generously for 15 years
might be `licensed' (her word) to give both congregations communion. Following her
signature on the first page were the signatures of all the other members of St. Stephen's. On
the reverse side were the signatures of all the members of St. Matthias, endorsing this
request. This seemed a bone fide call!
...It was clear to Tom that this problem, which turned out to be quite typical of circumstances
throughout the diocese, would require significant deliberation by the key leaders of the
dioceses.... So, Tom convened a series of 18 monthly meetings of key diocesan groups – the
Standing Committee, the Commission on Ministry, and the bishop – to discuss how this
development of local ordained ministry might be a solution to the deployment and financial
problems they faced.
They acknowledged that the lay reader endorsed by the two congregations was a 75-year-old
certified public accountant. What a brilliant bureaucratic solution! Ordain him locally. If it did
not work out, his advanced age would eventually erase the indiscretion. By the time these
groups had worked out all the issues that needed to be addressed, such as procedures for
formation, for consent by neighbouring dioceses as the canons required, and so on, the faithful
old lay reader had died. Tom then travelled to St Matthias Church to discuss their future.
What he found was totally unexpected.
This lay pastor had modelled himself after the clergy in the diocese he had known, loved and
respected. Then, out of his generosity and self-sacrifice, he had so over-functioned that upon
his death no one left in the congregation even knew how to open the church building. He had
lovingly incapacitated the other adults in that community. He had done all the reading,
praying, visiting, accounting, everything.
Discuss: The dangers of clericalization
This story is a useful warning of how lay ministry can become clericalized. What are the steps
that you would suggest that should be taken within your church to ensure that ministry is seen
as the calling of all the baptized and not certain individuals within the Church?

Closing Worship: Bible Reading

Therefore, since it is by God’s mercy that we are engaged in this ministry, we do not lose
heart. ....For we do not proclaim ourselves; we proclaim Jesus Christ as Lord and ourselves as
your slaves for Jesus’ sake. ...But we have this treasure in clay jars, so that it may be made
clear that this extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come from us. We are
afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but not driven to despair; persecuted, but
not forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed; always carrying in the body the death of Jesus,
so that the life of Jesus may also be made visible in our bodies. For while we live, we are
always being given up to death for Jesus’ sake, so that the life of Jesus may be made visible in
our mortal flesh. So death is at work in us, but life in you....
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....So we do not lose heart. Even though our outer nature is wasting away, our inner nature is
being renewed day by day. For this slight momentary affliction is preparing us for an eternal
weight of glory beyond all measure, because we look not at what can be seen but at what cannot
be seen; for what can be seen is temporary, but what cannot be seen is eternal.
Silence
End by saying together:
Almighty God, your Holy Spirit equips the Church
With a rich variety of gifts:
Grant that we may use them to bear witness to Christ
By lives built on faith and love.
Make us ready to live his gospel
And eager to do his will,
That we may share with all your Church
In the joys of eternal life:
Through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
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Appendix 1b
A Retreat Day Workshop
A Retreat Day Workshop – From the old we travel to the new
9.30 Arrive + coffee
9.40 Opening liturgy
9.45 Timeline – stories
A long scroll of lining paper is fixed to the wall, divided into decades going back to 1900. Parishioners are asked to place a post-it in the decade in which they were born – no names!
Reflect on age profile of the congregation.
Then, with names attached, place post-it notes in decade in which they joined the congregation.
Then, starting with the earliest members, ask these questions, decade by decade. Everyone can
join in with things they can recall about what was happening in the country and the world, not
just in that parish.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

10.15
1/ What’s good about living here: where do we see the signs of God’s presence?
2/ What is changing and what is not going to come back?
3/ What is coming in..?
4/ What does all this mean for our church?
11.00. Coffee
11.20 Church as person – stick figure: What are our church’s priorities? What are the most
important things? Where do we spend most of our money? Is there a discrepancy? What would an
outside observer say we hold to be most important?
11.40 Mission: Matthew 10. 5 – 14, Matthew 11. 2 – 5, Matthew 13. 33.
In table groups: 2 minutes reflection, 5 minutes discussion and recording.
What do you understand mission to be?
What would make life better for you?
12.00 Ministry: Ephesians 4. 1 – 11, Romans 12. 1 – 8
In table groups: 2 minutes reflection, 5 minutes discussion and recording.
What do you understand ministry to be?
What kind of ministry do you think God is calling you into? What kind of ministry are you
already doing?
What might you need to help you fulfil this work?
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12.20 Task: 3 questions –
· Thinking back over your involvement with the parish, when were you most alive,
most motivated and excited about your involvement? What made it exciting? Who
else was involved? What happened? What was your part? Describe what you felt.
·

What do you value most about the church? What activities or aspects are most important? What are the best features of parish life?

·

Make three wishes for the future of the church here.

Additional Congregational questions –
· Thinking back over your involvement with the parish, when were you most alive,
most motivated and excited about your involvement? What made it exciting? who
else was involved? What happened? What was your part? Describe what you felt.
·

Don’t be humble – this is important information. What are the most valuable ways in
which you contribute to our church – your personality, your perspectives, your skills,
your activities?

·

What do you value most about the church? What activities or aspects have most
contributed to your life? Who or what made a difference? How did it affect you?

·

What have been the most important spiritual experiences, lessons in belief or steps
of faith that have occurred for you at the church here? Describe what and how they
happened. What was most helpful?

·

What are the essential, central characteristics or ways of life that make our church
unique? What is most important about our church?

·

Make three wishes for the future of the church here.

Community questions:
·
·
·
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Appendix 2
Skills Audit Form
You may wish to combine your skills audit with updating your electoral roll, or design
your own forms like the ones below. They can be downloaded from:
http://stasaph.churchinwales.org.uk/life/electoral-roll-2015/
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Appendix 3

A Guide to

Shared Ministry and Discipleship
course for local churches,
to enable the transition to Mission Areas,
build up discipleship,
and train ministry teams
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Living and Learning
Theology for a Pilgrim Church
What is God calling me to be and to do? How is God calling
us to change and grow as a Church? We would like to
empower our congregation and enable them to share in the
church’s ministry, but how do we go about this? How can we
work together more as a Mission Area?

If these are the questions you are asking, these courses may
be able to help.

The Learning Church programme offers two courses: ‘Living
and Learning’ and ‘Exploring Faith’. Both are designed to be
used by groups from local churches, deaneries and mission
areas to enable them to explore together what they believe,
grow in discipleship and begin to form ministry teams.

The Living and Learning series is a growing collection of six-week discipleship, reflection and
training courses, which can be used flexibly and informally by local groups. The course has
three core modules designed to help groups consider what God is calling each of them and their
Churches to be and to do and to learn to reflect on their life and faith together. They are aimed
at ‘everyday church members’, the modules do not involve any heavy reading and there are no
assignments. These core modules are:
1) ‘A Church for the Future’. This module explores what it
means to belong to the Church in Wales at a time of change and
development and asks questions about our future mission. It
allows participants to explore the story of their own faith, the
meaning of discipleship, the story of the Church where they are
and to begin to reflect on how that story might develop in the
future as the world and church change.

2. ‘Living Scripture’. This module explores how God is revealed
through the scriptures and examines ways in which God’s Word
can speak most effectively to us and our church today. It is
designed to introduce students to the benefits of studying
theology in an accessible way and its relevance to their faith.
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3. ‘Called by God’. This module explores what it means to be
called by God and asks the question, What is God calling us as
a church, and me as an individual, to be and do in the future? It
introduces students to the range of ways in which it is possible
to serve God as a disciple in the world and as a minister in the
church.

Additional modules then equip those who want training for
accredited ministries such as Pastoral Assistant and Worship
Leader. All modules are bilingual.

New modules are being developed to support a range of ministries and explore other themes,
including mission and outreach, spirituality and prayer, church administration and working with
children and young people. These will become available through 2017. If you have an idea for a
module or would like to help, we would like to hear from you.

Living and Learning can be followed as a separate programme and you can choose to do whichever
modules seem relevant to your local needs. Alternatively it can be studied as an introduction and
preparation for anyone who wishes to go on to do Exploring Faith, as it will build the confidence of
group members and give them some of the background information and skills they will need to feel
confident tackling the more advanced programme.

If you are thinking of starting a Living and Learning Group in your Mission Area or Parish you can
consult the checklist on the following page. The materials are available as printed books from the
Diocesan Office in St Asaph for £5 a copy to pay for the printing and translation. They are also
available as PDF documents from the Diocesan Website for free for those who wish to do their own
printing or work electronically.
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Setting up a Living and Learning Group

Living and Learning is designed to be flexible and can be run however the local context
requires, but we would suggest the following:
Ask - Is this the right course and the right time? While the course is at an accessible,
introductory level, it does assume a basic knowledge of the church and of Christianity - it is not
an ‘Alpha Course’ but is written for those who want to deepen an existing commitment to
Christian life. It also intended to be run at a time when local churches are looking to work
towards setting up a ministry team and enable lay people to find and train for new roles.
Doing an introductory course like, START, Alpha or Emmaus, or a more general faith
development course such as the Pilgrim Course might be better in some contexts, saving Living
and Learning for the right moment.
Identify the area that the group will serve. Should you bring together a group from the
Parish, the Deanery or the Mission Area? The Course is designed to be studied by a group of
church members who share a similar context and are or will be connected with each other
through their involvement in the church.
Appoint a facilitator for the group. This person does not need to be a cleric, nor do they
need any specialist knowledge, although there is no harm in them being either. They are not
there to be a teacher or lecturer but are there to help everyone take part. The concept of the
course is that each participant has the chance to speak and express a view, and that everyone
learns from each other. The facilitator must be someone who will let this happen, and not
someone who will dominate the sessions with their own input.
Reflect on how people will join the group. You may wish to offer an open invitation to
church members or you may also wish to involve the PCC or Deanery in identifying and inviting
particular people to join it. These people may need to include those who already play an active
role in the life of the church as well as people that you would like to encourage to take up a
new role or be a new voice in the conversation. We would recommend groups of 4-10 people.
Consider Timing - each module has six sessions and is designed to be run once a week for
roughly 1 ½ hours. You are free to choose which modules you do and when you do them, but
if you think that you might want to move on to Exploring Faith afterwards, we would
recommend taking the three core modules in order, one each academic term, finishing in the
summer, as Exploring Faith also runs on University terms and starts each September.
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Appendix 4

About Exploring Faith
Theology for life.
The Nature of the Course
Exploring Faith:Theology for Life is a programme of theological study undertaken in small groups
meeting eight times a term and in Diocesan seminars twice a term. It is designed both to enable
church members to deepen their understanding and discover the insights of academic study for
themselves and to be a component of training for those preparing for Reader, Pastor, Evangelist,
Youth and Children’s and Ordained ministries. It exists to help the whole church learn
collaboratively together, valuing the insights that each person brings. A number of our students
have begun the course as disciples, deepening their understanding, and have then gone on to
reflect on their vocation and the roles they play in the church. Others have simply found that the
course has enabled them to better understand their faith and the witness they have in daily life.
Who is it for?
The course is open to all and offers anyone who wishes the chance to study for a recognised
University qualification, or perhaps to attend groups without doing assessed work. There is no
minimum academic qualification needed to enrol and no age limit. The course will take
approximately 6 hours a week (including group meetings and preparatory reading) for
nonassessed students and 12+ hours for assessed students (including further reading and
assignment work) and so a degree of commitment and dedication from each group member is
required to benefit from taking part.
It is designed for those who want to take part in serious (but also, fun, relevant and rewarding!)
study and those who are training for licensed or ordained ministry or who are exploring their
Calling.
What does the course consist of?
Each term, students come together at Glyndwr University for an introductory half day Saturday
seminar which will examine the subject of the term’s study. Then students will meet in local small
groups with a facilitator for 8 sessions. These are resourced by a textbook, a reading block of
optional sources for those who want to read more widely, and a handbook containing everything
needed for the group sessions.
In the middle of each term, another half Saturday seminar looks at practical aspects of the topic
and the connection between it and church and daily life.
For students working towards a University qualification, there are 3 or 4 short written assignments
each term.
Modules are subject to change but are currently:
Year 1
Doing Theology
Introduction to the Old Testament
Introduction to Christian Mission
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Year 2
Exploring Anglican Worship
Introduction to the New Testament
Pastoral Practice
Year 3
Exploring Paul: Romans
Pioneer Mission
Ethics
Year 4
Jonah: Prophet for Today
Exploring the Creeds
The Anglican Tradition
Studying for 2 years results in a Certificate in Theology and Discipleship from Trinity St David’s
University and 4 years results in a Diploma. It is possible to continue to full degree level if
desired. You can also join at Diploma level if you already have a Certificate or Degree level if you
already hold a Diploma in Theology.
Academic study? That sounds hard!
While academic study does not appeal to everyone, we find that students gain and grow through
the hard work that they put in and benefit from the rigour of studying in this way. Many students
may not have done any formal education for up to 50 years before they start the course, but help,
training and support are given to enable everyone to take part and build their skills and
confidence. No-one has failed yet in three years and nearly 100 students!
The course material is designed to be relevant to the life and faith of church members and is not
‘ivory tower’ theology with no connection to the real world. The number of angels on a pin-head is
not on the syllabus. The course is also intended to stimulate, challenge and ask questions. It does
not seek to give definite answers or enforce a particular dogmatic stance. It is open to, and
enriched by, all believers of differing churchmanship and theological opinion.
It is possible for students to take part and attend group sessions without doing assessed work if
they wish. However, because it is difficult to change to become an assessed student once the
course is already underway, but easy to start as an assessed student and then move to being
unassessed later, we would recommend that most students try the assessed route and see how
they feel. This route is compulsory for ministry candidates and strongly advised for anyone who
thinks they may explore a licensed ministry as the course progresses.
Students who sign up for assessed work become Trinity St David’s University students, but
facilities at Glyndwr will be used so there is no need to travel to Carmarthen!
To find out more contact Rev Dr Richard Hainsworth
exploringfaithasaph@gmail.com or 01352 840842
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Setting up an Exploring Faith Group
Exploring Faith is designed to be flexible but also needs to work with the University and coordinate with other groups in the Diocese. The Course is designed to be studied by a group of
church members who share a similar context and are connected with each other through their
involvement in the church.
1. Identify the area that the group will serve. Should you bring together a group from the Parish,
the Deanery or the Mission Area? Should more than one Mission Area work together?
2. Appoint a facilitator for the group. This person does not need to be a cleric, nor do they need
any specialist knowledge, although there is no harm in them being either. They are not there to
be a teacher or lecturer but are there to help everyone take part. The concept of the course is
that each participant has the chance to speak and express a view, and that everyone learns from
each other. The facilitator must be someone who will let this happen, and not someone who will
dominate the sessions with their own input. Some groups have found it works for them to have a
new facilitator each term, for example with Deanery clergy taking a term each. But continuity is
important for the groups and we would encourage no more than two facilitators sharing the role
in any given term.
3. Reflect on how people will join the group. You may wish to offer an open invitation to church
members or you may also wish to involve the PCC etc in identifying and inviting particular people
to join it. These people may need to include those who already play an active role in the life of
the church as well as people that you would like to encourage to take up a new role or be a new
voice in the conversation. We would recommend groups of 4-10 people.
4. Ask - are people ready? The course assumes a degree of knowledge of the bible, the story and
beliefs of Christianity and the life of the Church. Doing an introductory course like, START, Alpha
or Emmaus might be a good first step in some places as might completing the foundation modules
of Living and Learning. The course also assumes that group members are comfortable discussing
their beliefs and experiences with each other and having these gently challenged and examined.
The course is also the usual method for training for Reader and Ordained ministries. Students can
begin the course while in the vocational discernment or selection processes and can explore or
discover a calling along the way, but these students will ideally need to study for assessment from
the beginning. It will also be a matter of local discernment as to whether the time is right for
these students to begin the course.
5. Timing - each module has eight sessions, run locally in small groups, who should meet once a
week for roughly 1 ½ to 2 hours at a time convenient to them. One module is studied each
academic term and the course is open to new students each September. Each module also
includes an opening and a midterm seminar on a Saturday in Glyndwr University in Wrexham
(dates at the back of this guide). Because there are university deadlines for assessments, groups
should try to start promptly at the beginning of each term and aim to complete the eight sessions
promptly, although groups may decide not to meet during school holidays.
6. Venue -Sessions should all be run in a comfortable venue that allows participants to sit round a
table, to be able to write in workbooks, to be able to separate into pairs or small groups and to be
able to pray together.
7. Accessing materials - each module has a handbook, which contains most of what you need for
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Appendix 5
Criteria for Selection for
Ordained Ministry in the Church in Wales
(Criteria for Licensed Ministries are currently being revised but will be developed in
relation to these.)

Candidates should be able to articulate a sense of vocation to the ordained ministry and reflect
on the effect of this on their life. They should be able to speak of the development of their inner
conviction and the extent to which others have confirmed it. They should be able to show an
understanding of what it means to be a deacon or a priest. Their sense of vocation should be
obedient, realistic and informed.

Candidates should show an understanding of their own tradition within the Church in Wales, an
awareness of the diversity of traditions and practice, and a commitment to learn from and work
generously with difference. They should be able to speak of the distinctiveness of ordained
ministry within the Church in Wales and of what it means to exercise public ministry. They
should be able to reflect on changes in contemporary society and the implications of this for
ministry and the Church.

Candidates should show evidence of a commitment to a spiritual discipline, which involves
individual and corporate prayer and worship. They should be committed to a developing pattern
of disciplined prayer, Bible study and the regular receiving of Holy Communion. They should be
able to show how they discern God’s activity in their life, how their spiritual practice may have
changed over time and how it is changing them. They should be able to reflect on how
engagement with the world and others both affects, and is affected by, their practice of prayer.
Their spiritual practice should be able to sustain and energise them in daily life and future
ministry.

Candidates should be sufficiently self-aware, mature and stable to show that they are able to
sustain the demanding role of an ordained minister. They should be able to demonstrate how
they have faced change and pressure in a balanced and flexible way and how they manage
stress. Candidates should be seen to be people of integrity who can generate trust and display
honesty. They should be able to speak of how they have coped with difficult life experiences,
how they have reflected upon them and incorporated them within their life and understanding.

Candidates should show the capacity to build healthy personal, professional, and pastoral
relationships. They should demonstrate an awareness of the need for, and ability to establish
and sustain, appropriate boundaries between personal and professional life and within pastoral
relationships. They should be able to manage conflict and show an ability to negotiate difficult
relationships. Candidates should demonstrate good interpersonal skills, the willingness to learn
from experience, and a commitment to building inclusive relationships within diversity. They
should show the potential to exercise effective pastoral care.
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Candidates should demonstrate an ability to offer leadership in the Church community and in the
wider community as appropriate. This ability includes the capacity to offer an example of faith
and discipleship which is inspiring to others and witnesses to the servanthood of Christ. They
should show a commitment to identifying and nurturing the gifts of others and be able to
collaborate effectively. Candidates should be able to identify their own leadership style, and
reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of this and of the different ways in which leadership
may be exercised within the Church. They should be able to be flexible and adaptable in
leadership and demonstrate ability to guide and shape the life of the Church community in its
mission to the world.

Candidates should show an understanding of the Christian faith and a desire to deepen their
understanding. They should demonstrate a personal commitment to Christ and a mature, robust
faith which shapes their life and work. Candidates should show an ability to reflect critically on
their faith and make connections between faith and contemporary life. They should demonstrate
a capacity to communicate their faith engagingly and effectively.

Candidates should demonstrate a personal commitment to mission that is reflected in thought,
prayer and action. They should show a wide and inclusive understanding of mission and the
strategic issues and opportunities within contemporary culture. Candidates should be able to
articulate the good news of the Kingdom appropriately in differing contexts and speak of Jesus
Christ in a way that is exciting, accessible, and attractive. They should enable others to develop
their vocations as witnesses of the good news. They should show potential as leaders of
mission.

Candidates should have the necessary intellectual capacity and quality of mind to undertake
satisfactorily a course of theological study and ministerial preparation and to cope with the
intellectual demands of ministry. They should demonstrate a desire to learn through the
integration of academic study and reflection on experience and a commitment to this as a
lifelong process of learning and formation. Candidates should show flexibility of mind, openness
to change and challenge, and the capacity to facilitate learning and theological reflection within
the Church community.
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